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GO
BOLD

A graphic and gorgeous
new hotel in Cape
Town’s Silo District,
the Radisson RED
appeals to modern
travellers who
embrace creativity
Text Jessica Ross Production Ian Martin
Photographs Micky Hoyle
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THIS SPR E A D, F RO M L E F T
Radisson Red in Cape Town’s Silo district seeks to redefine the way guests interact
within its spaces. House and Leisure and Eddie the Welsh terrier experienced the space
first hand and loved the way that the HI ALL (or front lobby) blurs the lines between
hotel reception, chill zone and meeting area; the interior design is a veritable hive for
activities relating to art, music and fashion, reflecting Radisson Red’s core brand ethos.
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n the gleaming glass surface, Radisson
Hotels’ newest launch, Red – situated in
Cape Town’s Silo district – ticks all the
boxes of a contemporary high-end hotel.
Yet inside the vibrant space, which is
imbued with a youthful energy, you’ll find
the brand is about more than ticking the
right boxes. At its heart is a genuine motivation to understand
modern travel needs and meet them in an exciting, different way.
‘As a departure point, the design team looked at the individual
components of a hotel, questioning what is truly necessary and
relevant,’ says Mardre Meyer. As creative director of interior
architecture studio Source IBA, Meyer has overseen a number
of hospitality projects, injecting into them Source IBA’s ethos
of ‘orchestrating human experiences’. It’s with this philosophy
that the team approached the Radisson Red, understanding how
visitors would interact with the facets of the hotel. ‘It allows us
to shake up what “room modules” really mean. Elements have
been taken apart and put back together in a way that recognises
that people travel differently now,’ he says.
Leading into the OUIBar + KTCHN, the all-day eatery serving
fresh, deli-style fare, the HI ALL (in the past you’d have called
it the lobby) is one of the areas that best showcases Source IBA’s
modular thinking. It’s a communal blurred-lines space that
makes you question why those lines existed in the first place.
Comprising self-service and manned stations where guests can
seamlessly check in and out, meeting zones, chill spots and areas
open to interpretation, the lofty multifunctional foyer is perfect
for temporary exhibitions, fashion shows and impromptu music
events. ‘The inspiration behind the brand is art, music and
fashion, and we use this inspiration to create a sense of place,’
says Dale Simpson, curator of Radisson Red.
Having cut his teeth at Hotel Missoni (now the G&V Royal
Mile Hotel) in Edinburgh, Scotland, Simpson’s role here sees
him translating Radisson Red’s ‘ageless Millennial mindset’ into
memorable guest experiences. That can mean everything from
the way his hospitality team are described (as ‘creatives’)
to the bespoke denim kilts wrapped around their waists
(designed by Howie R Nicholsby of 21stcenturykilts.com).
It’s even encapsulated in the take-away coffee cups that
carry limited-edition designs by emerging artists.
Many of these re-interpretations are also found inside the
hotel rooms, or ‘studios’. Source IBA furnished each one with
clever touches that tap into a guest’s needs, such as eschewing
the tea tray for a French Press kit. The studios are noticeably
more spacious than standard hotel rooms, and have expansive
windows that offer superior views of the harbourside surrounds.
Source IBA also connected with local designers for the interior
styling, using creations from well-known names including
Haldane Martin, Pedersen + Lennard, Woltemade and Vogel.
But perhaps the most striking element in each studio is a bright
mural by Cameron Platter, Radisson Red’s signature artist.
‘Art is in Red’s veins. It’s the lifeblood of what happens here,’
says Meyer. The proximity to Cape Town’s premier design

OPPOSIT E PAG E , C LO C K WIS E F RO M TOP L E F T
The hotel’s rooftop – a ‘very Instagrammable area’ says Mardre
Meyer of interior architecture studio Source IBA (sourceiba.co.za) – is
home to a craft beer and food truck, as well as Chair_One chairs by
Konstantin Grcic for Magis (magisdesign.com); banquette seating
encourages laid-back dining in the OUIBar + KTCHN; the menu
consists of fresh favourites made from responsibly sourced produce;
portals of IBR sheeting echo shipping containers in the harbour.
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THIS PAG E , F RO M TOP
Styled after modern studio
apartments, the bedrooms include
custom details such as a Nguni
dining chair and bench by Vogel
(vogeldesign.co.za); art can be
found throughout the hotel, and
the glass facade incorporates
faceted graphic elements by Red’s
signature artist Cameron Platter.

THIS PAG E , F RO M TOP
The poolside deck is a sun worshipper’s dream; framed with
broekielace awnings, this stoep offers serene garden views from
the comfort of bespoke armchairs and locally designed furnishings.
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o pp o s i t e pag e , c l o ck w i s e fro m t o p l ef t
Because the Radisson Red is paperless, guestbook info is available
on the Red App and behind the studio doors; storage lockers at
the hotel gym; Andile Ngqandu sports a designer kilt; the interiors
are full of playful touches; OUIBar + KTCHN is a multifunctional
zone with dining options for vegetarians and meat lovers alike
(bottom right), One bar stools by Konstantin Grcic for Magis
(bottom middle), and a communal eating area (bottom left and
middle); the hotel is located at Silo 6 in Cape Town’s Silo district.

district and Zeitz Museum of Contemporary Art Africa are major
drawcards. This is reflected in the red-crate installation presiding
over the HI ALL, another distinctive artwork created by Platter.
Platter’s work is a vein that snakes up the core of Radisson Red,
from the beating heart of the entrance, through each floor.
And if art is in the blood of the hotel, technology is its nervous
system – a subtle thread running through a guest’s stay, from
the high-speed Wi-Fi to the app that manages check-ins, room
service, bill paying and even curating your own minibar, so you
can avoid human interaction should you so wish. But that really
is only if you want to, says Simpson, adding that ‘technology isn’t
about replacing people but enhancing an experience’.
For Simpson and Meyer, experience is at the core of the
offerings here, and there’s perhaps no better place to truly take
that in than on the rooftop bar where – sans technology, design
and art – guests can devour panoramas of the V&A Waterfront
and beyond, revelling in the Mother City’s natural splendour.
Radisson Red, Silo 6, Silo Square, V&A Waterfront,
Cape Town; 087-086-1578. radissonred.com/cape-town

THIS pag e , F RO M TOP
Even the bathrooms boast
eclectic design in the form of
red mosaics and grouting; all
rooms are pet-friendly and
the Radisson provides beds
and a dedicated menu.

5 reasons to check into the Radisson RED
1. Morning yoga guests can start their day
the virtuous way with an early yoga or
pilates session on the rooftop.
2. Baxter’s Bitchin’ Blonde The Radisson RED
brews its own beer, named after the hotel’s
mascot, Baxter the Boston Terrier.
3. Pooch-friendly pads Speaking of furry
friends, there’s a home for them too at
Radisson RED. ‘A lot of people want to
travel with their pets,’ says Simpson. In the
hotel’s pet programme, cats and dogs are
checked in with a menu noting their dietary
requirements before they receive a bandanna
and are shown to their beds.
4. Rooftop parties a lorry serves local craft
beer and basic food next to the pool on
the rooftop – which is sure to be a popular
hangout during the warm summer months.
5. Sustainable thinking Radisson RED is
A paperless hotel that is careful to consider
its impact on Cape Town, and its rooftop
features local succulents that don’t need
as much water as regular greenery.
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